
 PARIS AIRSHOW special

FRI 13 Leave the UK in the evening via our sailing to Calais. 

SAT 14 Arrive early at PARIS ORLY. We have all morning here, optionally leaving at am and driving to
TOUSSOUS, then back to ORLY. At lunchtime we drive to CDG and our airport hotel. The rest of the 

SUN 15 We have a free day at CDG, with the option of a lunchtime visit to LE BOURGET. We return to
 

UE 17 After breakfast, we head towards ZURICH, with stops at TROYES and BASEL-MULHOUSE

WED 18 Today we have the whole day in Zurich. You can spot from the hotel, the viewing deck or the view 

THU 19 After breakfast we drive to FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, then MEMMINGHAM and OBERPFAFFENHOFEN

FRI 20 We have most of the day at MUNICH. In the afternoon, we make a quick stop at AUGSBURG, on

SAT 21 We head for the terminal where we have a full tour of the ramp and GA areas. Then we head north

SUN 22 Our final day, with the morning at FRANKFURT, before leaving for COLOGNE. A short stop here 
and then to BRUSSELS. We stop at the viewing area, then continue to Calais for our return sailing, getting 
back late evening.

JUN 13‐22

Cost includes: Coach transportation, ferries, 8 nights hotel (bed & breakfast) Trade day airshow tickets

£199
UPGRADE

Double Seat & 
Free Hot drinks

the choice of leaving at 1400, 1500 or 1600, then having a quick look in at Charles De Gaulle. Then back to  
We have an overnight hotel at the side of the runway, for our final night in Paris.

T

MON 16 We depart for a full day at the airshow, where we drop off at the top of the airport. You have the

afternoon is free.

We have the evening free at Zurich and our hotel for the next 2 nights overlooks the runways. 

point walkable from our hotel. We also visit DUBENDORF, LUCERNE and BUOCHS (home to PILATUS) But you
have the option to stay at Zurich all day.

Finally, we arrive in MUNICH for the evening rush. Then to our airport hotel at the end of the runway.

the way to STUTTGART. We view the evening arrivals and then finish at our airport hotel, with views of 
landings and departures.

to MANNHEIM where we hope for another excellent airport tour. Then we continue to FRANKFURT and our 
usual airport hotel, overlooking the whole airport.

Cost: £869        Deposit: £149     Single room: £379

CDG for the rest of the day

9

ORLY

Flying out or back to join is possible    - Upgrades are available

Includes Airshow tickets


